INTRODUCTION
It has been generally believed that the structure of tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors is a continuous random network (CRN) . A CRN is a four-connected network in which rotations of the dihedral angle introduce long-range disorder. CRNS generated by atomistic computer simulation have successfidly modeled the physical properties of amorphous semiconductors [1] . The CRN model has also been the primary interpretive framework for previous work on the thermodynamics and phase transitions of amorphous semiconductors [2, 3, 4, 5] .
We have introduced a different model for the as-deposited structure of amorphous semiconductor thin films called the paracrystalline (PC) model. This model was motivated by experimental results from fluctuation microscopy [6] , a transmission electron microscopy technique that is particularly sensitive to medium-range order (MRO). MRO is any structure at length scales between the short-range order and long-range disorder amorphous semiconductors are known to have from x-ray diffraction studies [7] . Using fluctuation microscopy, we have shown that thin films of amorphous silicon (a-Si) and amorphous germanium (a-Ge) show more MRO than is present in a CRN [8] and that this MRO is reduced by intermediate temperature (600 K) thermal annealing [9] .
Fluctuation microscopy simulations from paracrystalline molecular dynamics (MD) model structures show the greater degree of MRO observed in real materials [8] , A PC structure is comprised of small (< 3 nm diameter) grains which have topologically crystalline bonding [1O] but are strongly strained. These grains may be embedded in a more disordered matiix. The strained grains do not contribute visibly to the diffraction signal of the material but do provide subtle MRO that can be detected by fluctuation microscopy.
Here paper we explore the thermodynamics of paracrystalline silicon (pc-Si). In particular, we know that the material is PC in its as-deposited state (300 K), that intermediate-temperature (600 K) annealing drives it towards greater disorder, and that high-temperature (1000 K) annealing drives it towards greater order (crystallization). In the next section we describe a simple thermodynamic model of a compact of PC grains whose free energy landscape provides pathways for both these transformations. This model also provides an alternative explanation for previous differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results on a-Si and a-Ge [2, 3, 4] . In the third section we consider the rates at which these transitions occur as a function of temperature.
SIMPLE THERMODYNAMIC MODEL
We consider the free energy of a PC compact as a function of the average grain size. In the limit of large grain size, this model becomes polycrystalline silicon. In the small-grain limit the model becomes a CRN. Our previous model [8] did not have the correct small-grain limit.
The model of a PC compact consists of PC grains separated by a skin of more disordered CRN-like material. MD simulations of high-energy twist grain boundaries in Si have found such a skin [11] . For simplicity, we assume grains of uniform size. The geometry of the system is defined by the volume and surface area of the grains and the volume of the disordered matrix. The volume of each grain v = K1r3, and the surface area of the grains S = K2r2, where r is a characteristic radius of the particle and KI and K2 are constants determined by the grain's shape. The volume of the disordered matrix associated with one grain A = Kl[(r + d)3 -r3], where d is the half-width of the skin between the grains.
There is a free energy associated with each geometric factor. KCis the volume free energy of the crystalline grains, pd is the volume flee energy of the disordered phase, and o is the excess free energy of interface between the crystalline phase and the disordered phase. We choose the liquid as the reference level, so the volume free energies are negative.
There is also a free energy contribution associated with the stress induced by the difference in density between the two phases. Amorphous silicon is 10 0/0less dense than crystalline silicon [12] . This leads to a strain energy that can be approximated by 
where Yis the Young's modulus and v is the Poisson's ratio of the crystalline phase, 80is the rms strain, and c is a constant associated with the geometry and dimensionality of the system.~" is the derived coefficient of the strain energy per unit volume. Combining all these terms, we can write the free energy difference from the volume of a PC compact AG as where K = K2/K1, a constant describing the surface to volume ratio of the shape of the grains.
The model as expressed in Eq. (2) has a number of useful properties. First, we see that the physically meaningful parameters are a, (KC-p~) (which is negative, since the crystal is the lowest energy phase), p", and K. Eq. (2) also has the appropriate limits. As r +=, the compact . . grain size (A) Figure 1 : AG for a simple cubic lattice of cubic grains as a function of grain size. becomes a polycrystalline, and AG + PC. As r+ O, the compact becomes only the disordered phase, and AG +~~. Most importantly, Eq. (2) has a maximum at r. given by (3) This means that a compact of grains of size r > r~can decrease its energy via grain growth with no energy barrier. A compact of grains of size r e rmcan decrease its energy via grain shrinkage with no energy barrier. Which process actually occurs depends on the distribution of grain sizes and the relative rates of growth and shrinkage which is controlled by the temperature. The question of rates will be dealt within the next section.
Numerical estimates for all of the parameters in Eq. (2) are shown in Table I . The volume energies can be estimated from the heat of melting of c-Si and from the heat of crystallization of a-Si as measured by DSC [3] (assuming that the compact temperature is much less than the melting and crystallization temperatures). We estimate d andcr from molecular dynamics simulations [11, 13] . PScan be computed from measured values of the elastic constants for bulk c-Si [14] and strain estimated from the density difference between c-Si and a-Si [12] . Figure 1 shows AG computed for a simple cubic lattice of cubic grains (chosen for simplicity of calculation, not as a realistic geometry) as a function of the cube side length r. In this case K =6, and rm=10~. It is important to note that r*= 90~is the smallest thermodynamically stable grain size. A compact with smaller grain size is unstable against transition to the disordered phase; however, as the only direct transformation pathway leads over the maximum at r., a compact with r c r* is metastable against this transformation. This free energy landscape leads to an alternate explanation for the DSC measurement that a-Si evolves --3.7 kJ/mol of heat during low temperature annealing [3, 4] , which was previously explained as the annihilation of interstitial-and vacancy-like point defects. We suggest that this is instead the heat of transformation from the PC phase to the disordered phase. From Figure 1 we see that a compact with r = 15~would release -18 kJ/mol, which is five times larger than the observation. Some of this difference, however, is likely due to the significant uncertainties in the numerical parameters and the unrealistic geometry used.
PHASE TFUNSFORMATION lQ4TES
We now consider the rates at which the various processes occur as a 13mctionof temperature. The relevant processes are: nucleation of the crystalline phase, growth of the crystalline phase from a pre-existing seed, and relaxation to disordered thermal equilibrium. To compute the homogeneous nucleation rate, we need to know the free energy difference associated with introducing a crystalline grain of a particular radius into the disordered matrix. Neglecting the strain contribution, we have a simple expression with surface and volume terms
where K], K2, cr,and r are the same as previously, and~is the volume free energy difference between the phases. This time, however, we wish to include the effects of temperature. Provided that the specific heats of the two phases are the same and the residual entropy of the amorphous phase is small [2], the volume free energy difference is linear in the temperature [15] , and
where T is the temperature and T~is the temperature at which the phase transformation occurs [15] . In this case, Ts = 1000 K, the crystallization temperature of a-Si [2] .
AGg(r) computed for a spherical grain at T = 600 K is shown in Figure 2 (a). The critical grain size r* occurs at the maximum of AG& A cluster with r 2 r * can decrease its energy by growing. The nucleation rate depends on the energy barrier to forming a critical-size nucleus, AG~(r*) via [16] where 10is a constant associated with the jump frequency across the phase interface. For a liquidSi/c-Si interface and homogeneous nucleation, 10= 1039m-3s-1. I. for the a-Si/c-Si interface is certainly smaller, but even using this value for l., homogeneous nucleation is negligible. I<< 10-10 m-3s-lfor T = 300,600, and 1000 K.
We know, however, that a-Si recrystallizes at T = 1000 K. We propose that this is due to growth of the crystal fkom some pre-existing seed. An estimate of the rate of this process maybe made by assuming a crystalline seed and calculating the solid-phase epitaxial growth (SPEG) rate. In the fastest growth direction, (100), the SPEG rate is given by
where V. = 4.6x 106 mls and AE* = 2.7 eV [16] . v~P~~(300K) = 2.1 x 10-39~s, V~pEG (600 K)= 9.8X 10-17Ink, and VSPEG (1000 K)= 1.1 x 10-7 m/s, showing that this process only becomes significant near the observed recrystallization temperature of a-Si. The equilibrium volume fraction distribution of grainsflr) can be calculated from [15] ()
Figure 2(b) shows~(r) at T = 600 K for AGg shown in Figure 2 (a). The very small equilibrium volume fractions (and the equilibrium value is an upper bound [15] ) of the grains indicate that in equilibrium the disordered phase dominates. Therefore the observed paracrystalline structure is metastable. There is no available experimental evidence on the rate of relaxation towards the disordered state. Additional fluctuation microscopy experiments are planned to address this shortfall. However, we can argue that at intermediate temperatures the rate of relaxation should be faster than the SPEG rate from simple considerations. One contribution to the high activation energy for SPEG is that atoms from the disordered side of the a/c interface must find exactly the right spots to join the crystal [5] . For example, the disordered matrix contains five-and sevenmembered rings, while the crystal contains only six-rings. There should be greater freedom for an atom from a crystalline grain to join the disordered matrix, since it could participate in a five-, six-, or seven-membered ring. It has also been suggested [5] that coordination defects (dangling or floating bonds) at the c/a interface play a crucial role in SPEG. If that is the case, we expect the paracrystalline grains/disordered matrix interface to be particularly mobile, since in our molecular dynamics simulations of PC material, that boundary has a particularly high concentration of coordination defects. Both the relaxed topological constraints and the high local concentration of defects are likely to be more important at lower temperatures, which reduce the range of bond stitchings atoms at the interface can explore and reduce the mobility of defects through the bulk of the film.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a simple thermodynamic model of paracrystalline silicon. The model consists of a compact of strained grains which are topologically crystalline, separated by a layer of more disordered CRN-like material. This model has three regimes as a fmction of grain size:
For large grains, the model is thermodynamically stable polycrystalline silicon. For intermediatesize grains, the model is metastable paracrystalline silicon. In this state, the material is unstable against transformation into a uniform disordered state, but must surmount an energy barrier to make that transition. For small grains, there is no barrier and the system transitions smoothly to the uniform disordered state.
We have also compared the rates at which homogeneous crystal nucleation, recrystallization from a seed, and relaxation to the uniform disordered state take place at room temperature, under low-temperature annealing (600 K), and high temperature annealing (1000 K). Homogeneous nucleation is negligible at all temperatures, while recrystallization dominates at high temperature, and we argue that relaxation to the disordered state dominates at intermediate temperatures.
